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The Unity and Diversity
of Human Language

The final lecture in the Linguistics talks series is
tomorrow at 4:30pm in RAJ conference room:
“How to Keep Romance Alive: The Place of
Romance Linguistics in the Modern Curriculum” by
Andrei Barashkov.

Lecture #22
April 29th, 2009

Losing linguistic diversity:
Language death

Announcements






Presentations next week on Monday and
Wednesday. Presentations are alphabetically
ordered by your LAP language.
On Wednesday, I’ll give a quick review and an
overview of the final exam.
Also, on Wednesday, I’ll give out the course
response forms. So, please be here.







Language death







Question: How does a language die and
become extinct?
Answer: When it ceases to be acquired as a
native language by children.
But why does that happen?
Several reasons. Linguists typically talk about
four types of language death.

You should have been dazzled by now by the
remarkable linguistic diversity that we discussed over
the course of the term.
Guess what! It could’ve been much more dazzling if
we still had access to thousands of “extinct” languages.
Estimates on the number of languages that could have
existed today if none had become extinct range from
10,000 to 600,000, with 150,000 being considered
realistic by most researchers.

Sudden language death




Sudden language death occurs when all of the
speakers of the language die or get killed. This was
the case with Tasmanian. In 1887, the last speaker of
a Tasmanian language died, and so did the language.
Another example occurred in 1962 when as (no doubt
imported) influenza killed all speakers of Trumai, up
until then spoken in a single village in Brazil. Only 10
speakers were left.
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Radical language death




Radical language death is similar to sudden language
death in its abruptness. Rather than the speakers
dying, however, they all stop speaking the language.
Often the reason for this is survival under the threat
of political repression or even genocide.
Speakers, to avoid being identified as “natives”,
simply stop speaking their native language. Children
are thus unable to learn that language, and the
language ends up dying.

Radical language death


Gradual language death






Gradual language death is the most common way for a
language to become extinct. It happens to minority
languages that are in contact with a dominant language,
much as American Indian languages are in contact with
English.
In each generation, fewer and fewer children learn the
language until there are no new learners. The language
is said to be dead when the last generation of speakers
dies out.
Cornish suffered this fate in Britain in the 18th century,
as have many Native American languages in both the
North and South continents.

One example of radical language death
involves suppression of an uprising in El
Salvador through the killing of 25,000
peasants in 1932. After that event, the
remaining speakers of the languages Lenca and
Cacaopera stopped using their languages in
fear of being killed too.

Bottom-to-top language death




Bottom-to-top language death is the term that
describes a language that survives only in
specific contexts, such as a liturgical language.
Latin is one such example.
Sometimes, a process of language revival can
bring back one of these languages, as the case
is with Modern Hebrew, and perhaps Cornish
in the near future, when it starts to get acquired
by children as a native language.

On their way to “dying”: Moribund

On their way to “dying”: Moribund

But languages can still have native speakers,
but would still be considered on the verge of
extinction if no children are acquiring that
language.
These are the so-called moribund languages.
Here’s a passage from Michael Krauss’ article
in the reading for today’s class:

“The Eyak language of Alaska now has two aged
speakers; Mandan has 6; Osage 5, AbenakiPenobscot 20, and Iowa has 5 fluent speakers.
According to count in 1977, already 13 years ago,
Coeur d’Alene had fewer than 20, Tuscarora fewer
than 30, Menomini fewer than 50, Yokuts fewer than
10 … Sirenikski Eskimo has two speakers, Ainu is
perhaps extinct. Ybykh, the Northwest Caucasian
language with the most consonants, 80-some, is
nearly extinct, with perhaps only one remaining
speaker.”
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Endangered languages

On their way to “dying”: Moribund






Moribund and endangered
languages

Moribund and endangered
languages




According to Krauss, in Alaska only 2 of the
20 native languages are acquired by children,
and only 3 of 30 languages in the small
northern minorities of the former Soviet Union
are learned by children. So, in these two areas
alone, 90% of the languages are moribund.



Moribund and endangered
languages




The worst situation exists in Australia, with
90% of 250 aboriginal languages that are still
spoken now moribund, and most of those are
very close to extinction.
For the whole world, some linguists believe
that 50% of today’s human languages are on
their way to extinction in the current century.

Unlike moribund languages, endangered
languages are still acquired by children, but are
projected to become moribund in the current
century.
Languages that are neither moribund or
endangered are called “safe” languages.
Let’s look at some figures here.

In the USA and Canada, 149 of 187 languages
are no longer learned by children. So, 80% are
moribund.
In Central and South America, the situation is
relatively better, with only 50 of 300 of MesoAmerican indigenous languages, and 110 of
400 of South American languages are likely to
be moribund.

Reasons for language mortality


“Circumstances that have led to the present
language mortality range from outright
genocide, social or economic or habitat
destruction, displacement, demographic
submersion, language suppression in forced
assimilation education, to electronic media
bombardment, especially television, …
‘cultural nerve gas’.” (Krauss, p. 6)
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Dying really fast




Krauss argues that if we consider 100,000
speakers as a safety-in-numbers limit for
languages, then we might perhaps put the number
of “safe” languages at 600.
But this means that the rest of the world’s
languages (6000 at least) are either moribund or
endangered. In other words, the current century
may actually witness the death or doom of 90%
of human languages.

So, why should we care?




So, why should we care?




But language is more than just a system of grammar. It is also
embedded within a whole culture.
As Ken Hale points out, “language … embodies the
intellectual wealth of the people who use it. A language and
the intellectual productions of its speakers are often
inseparable, in fact. Some forms of verbal art—verse, song, or
chant—depend crucially on morphological and phonological,
even syntactic, properties of the language in which it is formed
… Even where the dependency is not so organic as this, an
intellectual tradition may be so thoroughly a part of a people’s
linguistic ethnography as to be, in effect, inseparable from the
language.” (p.36)

So, why should we care?


Indigenous languages of North
America




The study of the indigenous languages of
North America has helped linguists know more
about the nature of human language and the
underlying principles governing crosslinguistic diversity.
Throughout this course, we talked about
several interesting phenomena from such
languages.

As Anthony Woodbury writes, we should care
because the study of human language is also a
study of human nature and provides us with a
window on human cognition. The more
diversity there is, the more data we have to
take on this endeavor.
Imagine if this class had only data from
English! How boring!

(A final exam alert!): Please do read Hale’s
discussion of Lardil and Damin and how
losing them both also meant losing a cultural
treasure and a window through which we can
look at human intellectual endeavors.

Indigenous languages of North
America







Polysynthesis.
Incorporation.
Head-marking.
Case and agreement systems.
Animacy.
etc.
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Indigenous languages

So, what should we do?




The same can be said about Australian
languages, and how they helped confirm or
disconfirm linguists’ hypotheses about
language: Warlpiri, Dyirbal.

So, what should we do?




Establish more and more organizations and
centers that focus on the preservation of
particular languages, like the Native American
Language Institute, SIL (ethnologue), the
Rama Language Project in Nicaragua, Mayan
linguistics in Guatemala, etc.
Urge national and international organizations
(e.g. UNESCO) to get involved in the
preservation of endangered languages.

So, what should we do?




So, what should we do?


In New Zealand, Maori communities
established nursery schools staffed by elders
and conducted entirely in Maori, called
kohanga reo, 'language nests'. There, and in
Alaska, Hawaii, and elsewhere, this model is
being extended to primary and in some cases
secondary schools. And in California, younger
adults have become language apprentices to
older adult speakers in communities where
only a few older speakers are still living.

Do the best we can educationally, politically,
and culturally, to increase the chances of
survival for endangered languages. In this
respect, we need to work with the communities
where these languages are spoken to develop
pedagogical materials and literature and
promote the use of these languages in different
domains.

A community may also try to revive its language.
Perhaps the most dramatic story is that of Modern
Hebrew, which was revived as a mother tongue after
centuries of being learned and studied only in its
ancient written form.
Irish has had considerable institutional and political
support as the national language of Ireland, despite
major inroads by English. The same is now being
done for Cornish.

So, what should we do?


A growing number of conferences, workshops,
and publications now offer support for
individuals, schools, and communities trying
to preserve languages. So, we should take
advantage of these.
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So, what should we do?




Because so many languages are in danger of
disappearing, linguists are trying to learn as much
about them as possible, so that even if the language
disappears, all knowledge of the language won't
disappear at the same time.
Researchers make videotapes, audiotapes, and written
records of language use in both formal and informal
settings, along with translations. In addition, they
analyze the vocabulary and rules of the language and
write dictionaries and grammars.

So, what should we do?


So, what should we do?


Linguists can help in other ways, too, using
their experience in teaching and studying a
wide variety of languages. They can use what
they've learned about other endangered
languages to help a community preserve its
own language, and they can take advantage of
the latest technology for recording and
studying languages.

Next week agenda






Digression slides
Digression slides: These are the cases of
linguistic diversity in tense and modality that I
digressed over at the end of the class. I also
included the slides for aspect and mood for
your information.

Presentations: Session I on Monday. Session II
on Wednesday.
Review and discussion for the final exam.
Course response forms.

Diversity in tense systems




Linguists also work with communities around
the world that want to preserve their
languages, offering both technical and
practical help with language teaching,
maintenance, and revival. This help is based in
part on the dictionaries and grammars that they
write.



Tense can be defined as a relation of event
time to speech time.
The main distinctions are between past and
non-past, or future and non-future, though
some languages will have finer-grained
distinctions within “past” or “future”.
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English vs. Lithuanian




English:
a. I workØ.
b. I worked.
c. I will work.
Lithuanian:
a. dirb-u
b. dirb-au
c. dirb-siu

Burmese


(present)
(past)
(future)

Saturday-every grass cut-REAL
“He cuts the grass every Saturday.”

“I work”
“I worked”
“I will work”

Burmese
b. da-caúñmoú mã-la-ta
that-because not-come-REAL
“because of that they didn’t come.”
c. mãne/hpañ sá-me

Some languages do not mark tense on the verb.
Rather they use time expressions and modality
markers for that. Burmese is an example:
a. sãneineì-taìñ mye/ hpya/-te

Chibemba


Chibemba (Bantu) changes the verb to indicate
if the event took place before yesterday,
yesterday, earlier today, or if it just happened.
And it has a similarly fine-grained scale for
future as well:

tomorrow begin-IRR
“We will begin tomorrow.”

Chibemba past tense system
a. Remote past (before yesterday):
Ba-àlí-bomb-ele “they worked”
b. Removed past (yesterday):
Ba-àlíí-bomba “they worked”
c. Near past (earlier today):
Ba-àcí-bomba “they worked”
d. Immediate past (just happened) :
Ba-á-bomba “they worked”

Chibemba future tense system
a. Immediate future (very soon):
Ba-áláá-bomba “they”ll work”
b. Near future (later today):
Ba-léé-bomba “they”ll work”
c. Removed future (tomorrow):
Ba-kà-bomba “they”ll work”
d. Remote future (after tomorrow):
Ba-ká-bomba “they”ll work”
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Aspect


Aspect has to do with the internal temporal
structure of an event, e.g., whether it
temporally bounded or not.
Perfective aspect: “He wrote three letters.”
Imperfective (= habitual) aspect: “He writes
letters.”
Progressive aspect: “He is writing letters.”
And others: Inceptive, Iterative, Inchoative.

Aspect




Mood


Mood is a grammatical category through
which speakers of a language can indicate
whether they believe that an event or a state
actually occurs, does not occur, or had the
potential to occur.

Mood






Modality


Modality has to do with obligation/desire (deontic),
or with degrees of possibility (epistemic) regarding
an event.
John must come tomorrow.
We really should go now.
vs.
John must have left the door open.
My guess is that it should rain tomorrow.

Some languages like Russian express aspect by
means of verbal affixes:
Ja čitál
“I was reading”
Ja pročitál
“I (did) read”
Other languages like Finnish use case-marking
(accusative vs. partitive) to signal aspect:
“He read the book”
Hän luki kirjanACC
Hän luki kirjaaPART
“He was reading the book.”

Indicative mood asserts the truth of a
proposition, e.g., “It is raining.”
Subjunctive mood typically indicates an
attitude of uncertainty on the part of the
speaker or a hypothetical situation, e.g., “It is
essential that it rain.”
Commands are said to be in the imperative
mood.

Evidentials


Some languages indicate epistemic modality
by means of morphological markers, called
evidentials, e.g., Tuyuca (Brazil and
Colombia):
a. díga apé-wi
soccer play-VISUAL
“He played soccer (I saw him).”
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Evidentials
b. díga apé-ti
soccer play-NON-VISUAL
“He played soccer (I heard him playing).”
c. díga apé-yi
soccer play-APPARENT
“He played soccer (I have evidence but I
didn’t actually witness the game in any
way).”

Evidentials
d. díga apé-yigi
soccer play-SECONDHAND
“He played soccer (Someone told me).”
e. díga apé-hiyi
soccer play-ASSUMED
“He played soccer (It seems reasonable
that he did).”
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